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Abstract—Object-oriented software quality models usually
use metrics of classes and of relationships among classes to
assess the quality of systems. However, software quality does
not depend on classes solely: it also depends on the organisation
of classes, i.e., their design. Our thesis is that it is possible
to understand how the design of systems affects their quality
and to build quality models that take into account various
design styles, in particular design patterns, antipatterns, and
code smells. To demonstrate our thesis, we first analyse how
playing roles in design patterns, antipatterns, and code smells
impacts quality; specifically change-proneness, fault-proneness,
and maintenance costs. Second, we build quality models and
apply and validate them on open-source and industrial objectoriented systems to show that they allow a more precise
evaluation of the quality than traditional models, like Bansiya
et al.’s QMOOD.
Keywords-Design styles, change-proneness, fault-proneness,
quality models.

I. R ESEARCH C ONTEXT: S OFTWARE Q UALITY
Maintenance costs during the past decades have reached
more than 70% of the overall costs of object-oriented
systems [1], because of many factors, such as changing
software environments, changing users requirements, and the
overall quality of systems [2]. One factor on which we have
a control is the quality of systems; thus, being able to assess
their quality could significantly help in the prediction of
maintenance efforts and the reduction of maintenance costs.
Quality models link software artifacts with quality characteristics to predict quality. Many quality models exist
in the literature. They focus on the internal attributes of
classes (such as size, filiation, and cohesion) or, at best, of
pairs thereof, and disregard their organisation. Briand and
Wust, who recently surveyed quality models [3], remarked
that the only quality models that attempt to link internal
attributes and external characteristics are limited to faultproneness and do not considered the systems designs. Thus,
they can hardly distinguish between a well-structured system
and a system with poor design, even though their respective
designs are the first things that maintainers see.
II. Q UESTION
The global research question of our thesis can be stated
as follows: How to build quality models that take into

account the design of systems, in particular design patterns,
antipatterns, and code smells?
We analyse the impact of various design styles and build
quality models to measure the quality of object-oriented
systems by taking into account both their internal attributes
and their design, especially design patterns, antipatterns and
the code smells.
III. A NSWER
There are many principles and techniques to design systems with good quality characteristics; among these, design
patterns and their opposite, antipatterns and code smells,
form an interesting bridge between the internal attributes
of systems, external quality characteristics, and software
designs, because they link internal attributes (concrete implementation of systems) and subjective quality characteristics
(subjective perception on systems), such as reusability [4]
and tangible quality characteristics, such as fault [5] and
change proneness.
Since their popularisation in the software engineering
community in 1994, design patterns have gained importance
for system design and have been the subject of many studies
on quality. Some authors like Venners claim that design
patterns improve the quality of systems while others like
Wendorff [6] suggested that their use do not always result
in “good” designs. MacNatt et al. [7] showed that a tangled
implementation of patterns impacts negatively quality. In
the following, we will study in more details the impact
of tangled implementation of design patterns on different
quality characteristics of systems.
Antipatterns [8] are poor design choices that are conjectured in the literature to hinder object-oriented software
evolution. They are opposite to design patterns [4]: they are
“poor” solutions to recurring design problems. Antipatterns
are composed of code smells, which are poor implementation choices.
Code smells are to antipatterns what roles are to design
patterns: classes participating in an antipattern may possess
one ore more of the smells defining it. Fowler’s 22 code
smells [9] are symptoms of antipatterns, such as Brown’s 40
antipatterns [8]. Consequently and in practice, antipatterns
are in-between design and implementation: they concern the

design of one or more classes, but they concretely manifest
themselves in the source code as classes with specific code
smells.
We analyze the impact of design patterns, antipatterns, and
code smells on different quality characteristics of systems
to build quality models that take them into account when
measuring the systems.
IV. M ETHOD
To answer our global research question, we propose and
follow a method, DEQUALITE (Design Enhanced QUALITy Evaluation), to build quality models to measure the
quality of object-oriented systems by taking into account
both their internal attributes and their designs.
Our method is built on previous work and our own
experience. It consists of four main steps, from the detection
of design patterns, design defects, and code smells, through
the analysis of the impact of these design styles on quality,
to the building of quality models and the validation of these
models:
1.
Detection: To improve previous detection techniques to handle the uncertainty on detection results, we have proposed a Bayesian approach for
the detection of antipatterns and code smells [10],
we choose Bayesian models because they can work
with missing data and allow quality analysts to
specify explicitly the decision process. When data
is unavailable or must be adapted to a different
context, an analyst can encode her judgement into
the model. We have also proposed an approach to
provide a ranking of the results of a design patterns
detection [11].
2.
Empirical studies: To take into account the impact
of design styles in the assessment of the quality of
systems, we have performed a series of empirical
studies to understand the impact of design patterns,
antipatterns, and code smells on the change- and
issue-proneness of systems. Table I summarises the
questions and their results. Details on these studies
can be found in [11], [12]. A complementary study
is actually underway to understand the impact of
antipatterns and code smells on the maintenance
costs.
3.
Building quality model: In this step, we propose
the use of naive Bayes to build a probabilistic
model that takes into account all the results of
the analyses performed in the second step of our
method. We have already built a model, PQMOD,
that takes into account design patterns. We are currently working on taking into account our results
on antipatterns and code smells.
Validation: We are setting up experimental studies
4.
on various systems to validate our quality models
by comparing them to traditional models, like

QMOOD [14]. A validation of PQMOD and a
comparison with QMOOD have been done in [15].
V. O N - GOING W ORK AND F ORECAST C OMPLETION
At this time of our thesis, we realised the first two steps
of our method, the third step being in progress. Our ongoing work consists on building a Bayesian network that
includes the information on classes participating in design
patterns, antipatterns, and code smell to assess the quality of
systems. We are also studying the impact of antipatterns and
code smells on maintenance costs on an industrial system.
We plan to enrich our quality model with this information
as well. The fourth step of our method, which consists
of experimental studies for the validation of the resulting
quality models, will be performed on many versions of one
industrial system and also on some open-source systems,
such as Rhino, ArgoUML.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
We present some major work on quality models and show
that none of the existing work attempts to build a quality
model while considering design.
Briand and Wüst [3] present a detailed and extensive
survey of quality models. They classify quality models in
two categories: correlational studies and experiments. Correlational studies use univariate and multivariate analyses,
while experiments use, for examples, analysis of variance
between groups (ANOVA). To the best of our knowledge,
none of the presented quality models attempts to assess the
architectural quality of programs directly. They all use classbased metrics or metrics on pairs of classes.
Wydaeghe et al. [16] assess the quality characteristics of
the architecture of an OMT editor through the study of 7
design patterns. They conclude on flexibility, modularity,
reusability, and understandability of the architecture and the
patterns. However, they do not link their assessment with
any quality model.
Although some studies have assess some architectural
characteristics of program none have attempted to build a
predictive quality model.
Vokac [5] analysed the corrective maintenance of a large
commercial system over three years and compared the fault
rates of classes that participated in design patterns against
those of classes that did not. He noticed that participating
classes were less fault prone than others. He also concluded
that the Observer and Singleton patterns are correlated with
larger classes that could require special attention and that
classes designed with the Factory Method pattern are more
compact and less coupled than others and, consequently,
have lower fault rates. Vokac could not find a clear tendency
for the Template Method pattern. Vokac’s work inspired this
study, in particular the use of logistic regression to analyse
the correlations between antipatterns and change-, issue, and unhandled exception-proneness. Other studies deal

Table I
A NALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF DESIGN STYLES .
Research Questions

Answers

What is the proportion of classes playing zero, one, or two roles in some motif(s)?

Their proportion varies from 4.02% to 30.72% [11].

What is the proportion of classes participating in an antipattern, a code smell?

The proportion for the Blob varies from 2% to 15%.

Do Design Patterns Impact Software Quality Positively?

Some patterns do not necessarily promote reusability, expandability, and understandability [13].

What are the internal characteristics of a class that are the most impacted by playing
one or two roles w.r.t. zero role?

playing two roles has a major impact on classes when compared to playing zero
or one role [11].

What are the external characteristics of a class that are the most impacted by playing
one or two roles w.r.t. zero role?
What is the relation between antipatterns and change proneness?

Playing roles has a major impact on change- and issue-proneness [11].

What is the relation between particular kinds of antipatterns and change proneness?

For all antipatterns except LargeClass and SpaghettiCode, infected classes are
significantly more change-prone than other classes [12].

What is the relation between the code smells composing antipatterns and change
proneness?

Classes with code smells are in general significantly more change-prone than
other classes [12].

What is the relation between antipatterns and issue proneness?

The proportion of classes participating to antipatterns and reported in issues is
twice as large as the proportion of other classes [12].

What is the relation between particular kinds of antipatterns and issue proneness?

For all antipatterns except LargeClass and SpaghettiCode, infected classes are
significantly more issue-prone than other classes [12].

What is the relation between the code smells composing antipatterns and issue
proneness?

Four code smells are symptomatic of issues: AntiSingleton-NotClassGlobalVariable, ComplexClass-LargeClassOnly, LazyClass- FewMethods, and
LongMethod-LongMethodClass [12].

with the changeability and resilience to change of design
patterns [17] and of classes playing a specific role in design
patterns [18], or their impact on the maintainability of a
large commercial system [6].
While some of these studies investigate the positive (and
negative) impact of good design principles, i.e., design patterns, on software systems, none have studied the impact of
poor design choices, i.e., antipatterns, on software evolution
and more generally on the quality of systems.

There is a greater proportion of classes participating in antipatterns that change
w.r.t. other classes [12].
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